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not the end of the Cold
War bring consensuson human
rights? Why were the World
Conference on Human Rights and
its preparatory meetings such
frustrating exercisesof discord?
The answer is simple. The politics of human
rights was not limited to East-West or
communism versus capitalism. Other political
and ideological differences had been hidden
behind the rhetoric ever since the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights was adopted in
1948.
In that sensethe World Conference was
useful. Governments which earlier had
masteredthe art of doubleplay- nice
speecheson the international platform,
violations at home - came out in the open

more than before. And they were challenged
by others, partly voicing the concerns of nongovernmental organizations (N GOs).
Therefore, the Vienna Declaration is
probably the most true reflection so far of the
opinions of governments on international
human rights. Its compromisesdo not cover
up the opposing opinions, the differences are
bare and naked.
The attitude towards NGOs is an example.
On the one hand their important role 'was
recognized', but on the other hand the
Conference implicidy accepted serious
restrictions on their freedom.
The differences have a political dimension
but seem,at the sametime, to be largely
affected by self-interest. Somegovernments,
being criticized for detaining political
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Downthrough the years,even
afterthe UniversalDeclarationof
HumanRightswasadoptedin
1948,unspeakableviolations have

contin~allovertheworld.
Humanrights havebeenviolated

inthe~rd

ofnearly
every

one of the UN's 188 members.
We
must continueto ~ our brother's
keeper.We in the Commonwealth
of The Bahamassupport
unreservedlythe preceptsof the
World Conferenceon Human
Rights.We trust that the UN will
urgethe nationsof the wOf1dto
unite and to rekindlethe flameof
freedomin thosecommunities
wherethat flame is flickeringon
the edgeof extinction.
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opponents, question the principle that the
international norms should be applicable to all
countries. Other governments, challenged on
economic and social rights, have questioned
whether these rights were indeed rights.
In fact, those two positions exemplify much
of the present politics around human rights.
The recognition of the 'universality' of
standards is key to the international work. The
samegoesfor the 'indivisibility' of rights that civil and political rights and economic,
social and cultural rights are interrelated, and
that they are all important.
If any of theseprinciples were undermined,
it would be difficult to maintain that human
rights implementation is an international
concern. That would, in practice, hamper
international monitoring.
The argument against universality has been
that countries, and cultures, are different.
Of course they are. But does that mean that
the individual human beings in various
countries do not have the samerights to
freedom or measuresof protection?
The whole idea behind the Universal
Declaration was that the rights spelled out
therein would indeed be universal, that they
would apply to all people irrespective of who
they were and where they lived.
This fundamental principle has come under
open assaultrecendy. So much so that UN
Secretary-GeneralBoutros Boutros-Ghali felt
that he had to answer in an article just before
the World Conference (International Herald
Tribune, 10June):
'We must remember that forces of
repressionoften cloak their wrongdoing in
claims of exceptionalism. But the people
themselvestime and again make it clear that
they seekand need universality. Human
dignity within one's culture requireS
fundamental standards of universality across
the lines of culture, faith and state.'
The samediscussion came up at a regional
preparatory meeting in Bangkok in MarchApril 1993. When the Asian governments
seemedto put state sovereignty above
universality they were criticized in a joint
statement by NGOs in the region:
'As human rights are of universal concern
and are universal in value, the advocacyof
human rights cannot be considered to be an
encroachment upon national sovereignty.'
That point is logical, but this very
discussionhas been confused by repeated
referencesto human rights as 'Western'. The
implications intended are that the rights
standards are based on Christian or
capitalistic values,that they are 'colonial' and
imposed on other countries.
This, of course, is pardy a reaction against
US foreign policy and its use (or misuse)of
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'human rights' as a political tool. The
resistanceagainst 'conditionality' stemsto a
large extent from frustration about heavyhanded conditions for aid or trade relations by
the US administration. Cardess questsfor
'humanitarian interventions' have further
dramatized the issue.
The discussionon this has not been rational
on any side. The criticism against aspectsof
the US policy has, in my view, been justified.
At the sametime, certain conditions for
devdopment cooperation are inevitable.
While unfair conditions should not be put, a
closer link between devdopment assistance
and human rights promotion ought to be
established.
Polemical exchangeshave overshadowedan
important point: that universality does not
mean uniformity; that ways of implementing,
promoting and devdoping the rights could,
and should, vary with local circumstances.
This has been obvious for us working with
the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child. It is not enough to prescribe a number
of absolute norms. Human rights are
something more than a set of do's and donots. They imply ethical values and attitudes
to human rdationships. They come to life and grow - only if they relate to the local
culture, traditions and philosophy.
The fear that governmentswould use
arguments about 'diversity' or 'specificity' as
an excusefor depriVing people of their rights
has prevented an open-minded discussion
about human rights and local cultures
(including rdigions). That, unfortunatdy, has
contributed to making human rights an elitist
concept in many countries.
In his article Boutros Ghali managedto
formulate the notion of hwpan rights as being
both rooted in various cultures and at the
sametime a dynamic, continuing process:
'Our contemporary human rights systemis
heir to demandsfor human dignity
throughout history and acrosscultures. It
expressesthe enduring elementsof the
world's great philosophies, religions and
cultures. Today it builds upon modern science
and advancedtechnologies,while enabling all
peoples to participate in the shaping and
sharing of the world in which they live.'
A clear recognition of the 'indivisibility' of
human rights would enhancetheir
universality. The problem has been the
resistanceagainst the idea that the two setsof
rights - economic, social and cultural rights,
and civil and political rights - are of equal
importance.
The divide was from the beginning a Cold
War phenomenon. Later, governmentsof the
'South' also began to argue that economic and
social rights were paramount. Governments in
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the 'West' - and most of the UN human rights they are seenas more threatening. A
conclusion seemsto be that the protection of
machinery - acted as if civil and political
those in power for some governments stillrights were the only rights.
There probably was an ideological aspectto and not surprisingly - is an overriding
concern. Another similar aspectin the
this divide. However, self-interest clearly
discussionis the prestige of governments.
influenced the way governments argued. This
The last aspectis probably rather
also goesfor Stateswhich have taken an
imponant, not only in democratic countries,
activiSt approach on the international scene.
panly as a consequenceof the moralizing
With rising unemployment and growing
poverty in their own backyards, economic and tendency in the human rights discussion.Both
the NGOs and the media have played a
social rights becamemore sensitive.
crucial role in this. To be subjected to an entry
However, thesevery countries made
in the Amnesty International Annual Report is
important concessionsin Vienna. The
'shaming'. Some institutions have even tried to
Declaration makes clear that no set of rights
rank governments according to their human
could be afforded priority over the other. To
rights perfonnance. All this has made
make reality of that position, the UN Human
governmentsextremely sensitiveto
Rights Centre must now begin to take the
discussionsabout their record.
economic-social rights seriously.
The results have by and large been positive.
It is tdling that the campaignsfor equality
of women and the rights of children had such Still, the time has now come to move into
more sophisticated discussions.That is
good results at the Vienna Conference. Not
necessaryif human rights are to be made
that their demandswere uncontroversialmeaningful for ordinary people, so that they
their implementation will require a lot of
painful reform- but they were helped by two themselvescan panicipate in their defence.
This requires a serious approach to the local
political factors. First, the requestswere
situation and the real problems - which is not
popular and it was obviously opportune to
listen to them. Second,they were 'innocent' in possible with a discussionfocused on
'ranking' countries.
the sensethat they were not seento affect the
The challengenow is to turn the
immediate power struggle in the country.
fundamental principles of universality and
In this regard, the attitude towards both
indivisibility into reality.
NGOs and the media are clearly different,
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